
WHIRLPOOL CELEBRATES EVERYDAY 
MOMENTS OF EXTRAORDINARY CARE! 

Starring Kriti Sanon and veteran actor Tinu Anand, the film celebrates Everyday 
moments of extraordinary care & highlights the Adaptive Intelligence technology in 

Whirlpool’s most advanced Bottom Mount refrigerator. 
  
Gurgaon, April 26, 2021:  Whirlpool of India, a subsidiary of Whirlpool Corporation, 
world’s leading kitchen and laundry home appliance company, has released a new 
TVC for their latest Bottom Mount Refrigerator with AI technology highlighting the role 
of care-givers who demonstrate extraordinary care everyday by not trying to change 
their loved ones but by rather understanding them and adapting to who they are. 
  
The film is a beautiful and poignant homage to caregivers who go to extraordinary 
lengths, every day, to take care of their loved ones. It depicts an endearing story that 
captures a day in the life of Kriti and her Daadu, her beautiful relationship with him and 
how she lovingly adapts to her Daadu’s habits and quirks, through her little acts of 
care.  
  
Enabling her to deliver such extraordinary care is the extraordinary AI technology in 
the new Whirlpool Bottom Mount refrigerator that automatically senses changes in 
weather, load and usage patterns and adapts the cooling accordingly.   
  
The film opens with Kriti taking out an ice tray from her Whirlpool IntelliFresh Pro 
Bottom Mount refrigerator. Her Daadu, back from his morning walk, brings with him a 
bag full of groceries, forgetting that he bought the same a day earlier. Kriti lovingly 
manages the situation and puts the extra groceries in the refrigerator which senses 
the unique usage pattern and the load within the fridge, to adapt and control its cooling 
performance. Much to Dadu’s relief and joy! 
  
The film strings together such everyday vignettes from Indian households, where 
different people exhibit different habits, yet the Whirlpool refrigerator senses their 
usage patterns and adapts to make them all feel equally comfortable. Even 
occurrences like frequent opening and closing of the refrigerator or extreme weather 
conditions outside, are accounted for by the AI technology that intuitively adapts and 
maintains the optimum temperature inside. 
  
Link to the ad campaign: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIf2GhrdBf8 
  
The film will be rolled out across television, OTT (Hotstar) and social media platforms.  

 Commenting on the same, K.G. Singh, VP Marketing, Whirlpool of India said, “At 
Whirlpool, we follow the philosophy of Everyday Care and believe that when you truly care for 
your loved ones,your partner, family or your close friends, you accept them as they are with 
their habits, their points of view and their quirks all that make them who they are. Delivering 
such extraordinary care requires something extraordinary like the AI technology in the new 
Bottom Mount refrigerator that automatically senses and adapts to your changing needs. “ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIf2GhrdBf8


The TVC has been directed and executed by Lowe Lintas group. 

Naveen Gaur – Deputy Chief Executive Office, Lowe Lintas, said, “Everyday Care is at the 
heart of Whirlpool’s brand philosophy. The challenge for us was to interpret this philosophy 
for the Indian consumer and balance the tech & life narrative.We felt that it takes extraordinary 
to deliver care day after day, both from the caregiver and the product.  This was the start point 
of our campaign and the film for the most advanced Bottom Mount range of refrigerators from 
the brand.  The extraordinary care is depicted through a heartwarming relationship between 
Kriti and her Daadu, how she cares and adapts to his needs. The refrigerator’s Adaptive 
Intelligence acts a perfect foil to her in adapting intuitively to her changing needs.” 

  

 About Whirlpool of India - 

Whirlpool of India Ltd, is a subsidiary of Whirlpool Corporation, world’s leading kitchen & 
laundry appliance company. Headquartered in Gurugram, Whirlpool of India is one of the 
largest manufacturers and marketers of major home appliances in the country. The company 
owns three manufacturing facilities at Faridabad, Pondicherry and Pune. Each manufacturing 
setup is designed in ways conducive to growth and expansion while also ensuring efficiency 
and state-of-the-art processes. With over 100 years of global expertise, the company is 
present across multiple categories in India and Indian subcontinent with a wide product 
portfolio ranging from washing machines and refrigerators to air conditioners and kitchen 
appliances.  

Embracing the brand philosophy of Every Day Care, Whirlpool is committed towards providing 
solutions that are meaningful and advanced with consumers at the heart. Its ‘Make in India’ 
initiative, year on year Great Place To Work recognition and Superbrands award are al l a 
testament of its endeavour to fulfil its stakeholder aspirations, and contribute to the growth of 
the economy. 
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